Early Modern and Eighteenth-Century Centre Events
Autumn Programme 2023

EMECC-GHCC joint Welcome lunch and book launch
Maxine Berg (Emerita, Warwick) and Pat Hudson (Emerita, Cardiff)
*Slavery, Capitalism and the Industrial Revolution (2023)*
Discussant: David Lambert
*Week 2.* Wed 11 Oct, 12.30-2pm, OC1.09, Oculus Building

**Work-in-Progress,** Michael Bycroft (Warwick), *‘We Have Always Been Constructivists’*
Discussant: Brendan Tam (Warwick)
*Week 3.* Thu 19 Oct, 12.30 – 2pm, FAB3.26, Faculty of Arts Building

**Lecture (with GHCC),** Rahul Markovits (École Normale Supérieure)
‘Following Ahmad Khan: Global Micro-History, Translation and the Social Power of Narrative’
Discussant: Aditya Sarkar (Warwick)
*Week 5.* Thu 2 Nov, 12.00-1.00pm, FAB2.43, Faculty of Arts Building

**New Book,** Prof Michael Sonenscher (Cambridge), *Capitalism: The Story Behind the Word*
Discussant: Ronan Love (Warwick)
*Week 8.* Thu 23 Nov, 12.30-2.pm, FAB3.26, Faculty of Arts Building

**Lecture (with GHCC and School of Modern Languages and Cultures)**
Prof Colin Jones (University of Chicago)
‘Microhistory: National and Global Perspectives’
*Week 9.* Thu 30 Nov, 12-2.00pm, OC1.04, Oculus Building

**Workshop ‘The Future of French Revolutionary Studies’**
*Week 9.* Fri 1 Dec, 10-5pm, FAB2.25, Faculty of Arts Building